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Abstract This study aimed at identifying: 1) the problems faced by Social and natural science teachers of Muhammadiyah Schools Kartasura Indonesia in the implementation of National Curriculum, 2) suitable model for Social and natural science teacher development in the implementation of National Curriculum, 3) lesson study validation as a model for Social and Natural Science teacher development in the implementation of National Curriculum involves validation of theory and practice.
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1. Introduction

The result of survey done by the Directorate of the Educational Human Resource and Education Quality Assurance, Ministry of National Education-Indonesia, shows that the quality of education in Indonesia is still low. It was caused by many factors, one of which is the quality of teachers’ competence, which is still low and supported by the number of mismatch teachers in Elementary School. In a sense, teachers in all levels of education in Indonesia have low competence, only dealing with pedagogical competence but also professional one [1]. Moreover, he says that the teachers mismatch average in Indonesia is 36.6 and the highest one teachers of Elementary School.

The comprehensive data could be seen in the following table:
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The learning quality in Elementary Schools is highly linked to several factors. Wina suggested that there are three factors contributing to a quality, namely students (raw input), learning facilities (instrumental input), and learning environment (environmental input) [2]. The components of raw input cover student’s characteristics including intention, talent, intelligence, and maturity. Instrumental input consists of teachers, objectives, curriculum, modules, methods, approaches, media, evaluation, and other facilities, while environmental input includes building design, location, temperature, family, and community.

The learning quality, however, can be improved through several approaches such as internal, external and cooperative approaches [3]. Internal approach refers to professional teachers as mentors, external approach refers to workshops, training and further study for teachers, while cooperative approach refers to collaboration among teachers of similar subjects, schools, and universities. The development of professional teachers can integrate those approaches through lesson study-based professional teaching development.

Lesson study-based professional teacher development model comprises activities to improve the professional competence of teachers and the quality of learning, as well as to analyze research-based teaching practices. Nevertheless, this model has not been implemented in Indonesia despite of its worldwide popularity and its success in Japan. [4] Subadi, Rita and Sutarni explained lesson study as a method to analyze learning practices conducted in the form of research-based learning for devising specific learning innovation, which includes three stages of planning, learning and observation, and reflection. [5]

Lesson study-based professional teacher development model has been discussed in many studies. Sagor suggested lesson study as a research that involves the main stages of planning, action and reflection.[6] Meanwhile, Richardson suggested seven stages, namely: (1) form a lesson study team, (2) focus the lesson study, (3) plan the study lesson, (4) prepare for the observation, (5) teaching and lesson observation, (6) debriefing the lesson, (7) plan the next steps. [7] Lewis proposed six stages that include: (1) form a lesson study group, (2) focus the lesson study, (3) plan the study lesson, (4) learning in class and observation, (5) reflect the lesson, and (6) plan the next steps [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Deviation Standard</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>General Test for Elementary School/ Kindergarten</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>34.26</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Teachers of Kindergarten</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>41.95</td>
<td>8.62</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Elementary School Teachers</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37.82</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Sport teachers of Elementary School</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Directorate of the Educational Human Resource and Education Quality Assurance 2014)
by teachers of elementary schools in enhancing the lesson study-based learning are linked to teachers’ ability: 1) to develop curriculum into quality learning, 2) to develop HOTS (higher cognitive level), 3) to understand micro teaching as in-service training and pre-service training, 4) to understand scientific concept and implementation steps, 5) to recognize lesson study as a training model, as well as students’ ability: 1) to interact with students, teachers, materials, and media, and 2) to master the competencies taught by teachers [9].

Furthermore, Subadi confirmed that: 1) the effectiveness of lesson study as a model for improving the competencies of elementary school’s teachers is through Principal Working Group in which its implementation is through the Teacher Working Group, 2) assessment of lesson study as a model for improving the quality of elementary school’s teachers is done programmatically, on a limited scale, and reflection [10] Subadi also concluded that: 1) assessment of lesson study as teacher training model shall be adjusted to the respective problems and carried out through three stages of socialization of lesson study, workshop and continued implementation in the classroom [11] Some conclusions were also suggested based on Subadi (2012), namely: 1) four issues regarding with the educator’s professionalism development, i.e., internal problems, external problems, teacher commitment and willingness, 2) effective lesson study is based on Classroom Action Research (PTK) covering plan-do-see coordinated in Principal Working Group, and implementation of lesson study based on Subject Teacher Working Group [11]. In 2013, Subadi revealed that lesson study-based of professional educator training model is able to solve the educational-related problems in Muhammadiyah School in Sukoharjo Regency.[12] It was specifically applied “modified lesson study, four stages three cycles” (academic study, planning, action and observation, reflection stages, as well as the first, second, and third cycles). Moreover, Subadi affirmed that the implementation of four approaches in lesson study-based teacher development model to elevate professionalism among teachers in Muhammadiyah Schools in Sukoharjo Regency are collaborative, scientific, active, innovative, creative, effective, fun learning, and competence approaches.[13]

This study examines lesson study validation as a model for Social Science teacher development. This study aims at identifying: 1) problems faced by Social and Natural Science teachers in the implementation of National Curriculum, 2) model for Social and Natural Science teacher development in the implementation of National Curriculum, 3) lesson study validation as a model for Social and Natural Science teacher development in the implementation of National Curriculum.

The current Indonesian national curriculum applies scientific approach, which is highly relevant to Bruner’s discovery learning theory. There are four main points related to learning theory.[14] First, individuals that learn and develop their minds. Second, knowledge through the discovery process supports learners in gaining intellectual contentment. Third, the technique of discovery will lead students to have opportunity to make the discovery. Fourth, the discovery will strengthen students’ memories.

The points above correspond to the cognitive processes required in learning with the scientific approach as proposed by Bloom, which involves observing, questioning, experimenting, associating, and networking.[15] In its implementation, the National Curriculum requires a unity of learning, unanimity of life and real life, which can merely be reflected through integrated learning, e.g., Social Science. [16]

The elementary school teachers involved in this study had not attended any workshop and training on the implementation of National Curriculum, despite the fact that the government through the Minister of Education had instructed its implementation on by the end of 2019. It implies the problems in the Indonesian educational system. First, the fundamental problem, the educational paradigm fails the whole implementation of the educational system. Second, problems resulted from the applied approaches and methods. Third, other problems related to teacher educational system that is less emphasized to mentoring system.

2. Research Method

This research employed qualitative descriptive phenomenological approach and micro study of social paradigm. Social paradigm provides opportunity for individual as research subjects to make interpretations. Subsequently, the researchers elaborate those interpretations to obtain relevant scientific knowledge about: 1) identification of problems faced by Social and Natural Science teachers in the implementation of National Curriculum, 2) model for Social and Natural Science professional teacher development in the implementation of National Curriculum, 3) lesson study validation as a model for Social and Natural Science teacher development in the implementation of National Curriculum. Moreover, the modified Classroom Action Research was selected as research design, particularly study on academic, planning, action and observation, and reflection by actors.

The study was conducted at Muhammadiyah Elementary Schools in Kartasura, Central Java Province, Indonesia, namely SD IT, MIM PK, MIM Ganilan, 5 MIM Pucangan, 5 MIM Kertonatan, and MIM Wirgunan. Five teachers were selected from each school hence there was a total of 30 teachers. This study also involved informants, i.e., teachers, principals, and supervisors.

Data collection techniques were questionnaires, observation, test, and interview. Technique of data analysis used flow approach in which data was analyzed since
lesson activities and developed during learning process until quality learning was obtained. The collected data were analysed by using an Interactive analysis as figured out by Mile.[17] First, data in the form of speeches collected from observation on model teachers and in-depth interview were analyzed. Second, data analysis consists of three activities that occur simultaneously, namely data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion.

3. Results and Discussion

1. Problems faced by Social and Natural Science teachers of Muhammadiyah Elementary Schools in Kartasura in the implementation of National Curriculum.

Based on the data collected from questionnaire that was adjusted to the type of activities, problems, problem solving, and complexity levels, with reference to 13 basic competencies: 1) teacher’s competency to develop curriculum, 2) teacher’s competency to understand the policy and dynamics of curriculum development, 3) teacher’s competency to foster character building, 4) teacher’s competency to conduct literacy implementation, 5) teacher’s competency to implement lesson study as a professional teacher development model, 6) teacher’s competency to develop Lesson Plans, 7) teacher’s competency to develop appraisal instruments, 8) student’s ability in active learning, 9) student’s ability to master competency taught by teachers, 10) student’s ability to develop higher order thinking skills (HOTS), 11) student’s ability to analyze and make conclusions, 12) principal’s contribution to provide motivation, 13) school supervisor’s role in learning process. These components were assessed based on scores: A (very complicated), B (fairly complicated), C (slightly complicated), and D (easy). Subsequently, questionnaires were distributed to respondents.

The results of questionnaire analysis revealed two issues related to the implementation of National Curriculum encountered by Social Science teachers, namely the internal and external problems. Internal problems include: teacher’s competency to develop curriculum, teacher’s competency to understand the policy and dynamics of curriculum development, teacher’s competency to foster character building, teacher’s competency to apply literacy implementation, teacher’s competency to implement lesson study as a professional teacher development model, teacher’s competency to develop Lesson Plans, and teacher’s competency to develop appraisal instruments. While, external one may consist of: student’s ability in active learning, student’s ability to master competency taught by teachers, student’s ability to develop higher order thinking skills (HOTS), student’s ability to analyze and make conclusions, principal’s role to provide motivation, school supervisor’s contribution in teaching process.

Subedi [18] stated that problems undergone by Social Science Teachers in the Implementation of National Curriculum reflected the percentages of complexity level which are 1) 17.629% as very complicated (58/329 x 100%), 2) 26.747%, as fairly complicated (88:329 x 100%), 3) 36.474% as slightly complicated (120:32 x 100%) and 4) 19.149% as easy (63:329 x 100%). The results above confirm the findings suggested by Chokshi in which the implementation of learning shall be equipped with a determined motivation and vision of both students’ internal motivation and external motivation from teachers.[19] Nevertheless, problem sourced from students must be addressed immediately to create vivid and fun learning, while problems endured by teachers must be solved at once. Thompson suggested the role of teachers as motivators since they have to: 1) modify learning style into more creative and innovative ones, 2) create breakthroughs for conveying particular Basic Competencies to create class’ enthusiasm, and 3) devise modules as reference for students.[20]

2. Lesson Study-based Professional Development Model for Social and Natural Science Teachers in the Implementation of National Curriculum

The model for Social and Natural Science teacher development in relation with the implementation of National Curriculum involves a collaborative approach through three main activities: a) workshop, b) laboratory training, and c) model teacher mentoring.

a) Workshop was done with the guidance and direction from an expert team. Thirty Social and Natural Science teachers from SD Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar Gom pang, MIM PK Kartasura, MIM Ganilan, MIM Pucangan, MIM Kertonatan, and MIM Wirogunan collaboratively discussed the National Curriculum, which covered: (1) curriculum development, (2) policy and dynamics of curriculum development, (3) character building priority, (4) literacy implementation, (5) lesson study as a model of professional teacher development, (6) active learning, (7) learning strategy and lesson plans development, (8) scientific publication writing, (9) appraisal instruments, (10) competencies taught by teachers, (11) quality learning development, (12) peer teaching, (13) model teacher mentoring.

b) Laboratory training was done with the guidance and direction from an expert team. Teachers collaborated to devise micro teaching-based lesson plan, micro teaching laboratory-based learning practices (three sessions), and reflection of previous activities.

c) Model teacher mentoring stage was divided into several activities, including: 1) teachers formed a lesson study team (each member as a model teacher), 2) each member devised a lesson plan, 3) each member was mentored three sessions while others became observers, and 4) reflection. In this study,
mentoring model was implemented on model teachers of each lesson study group by using scientific approach with four cycles system, namely academic discussion, learning planning, learning and observation, and reflection as demonstrated in Figure 1.

In academic discussion stage, teachers collaborated to examine the syllabus, core competencies (KD), basic competencies (KI), indicators, objectives, models, strategies, methods, media, learning activities, material development, and appraisal instruments. In learning planning stage, teachers collectively devised lesson plan (RPP). In learning and observation stage, teachers implemented lesson study approach in the implementation of National Curriculum assisted by expert team. The steps were: a) introduction (motivation, apperception, and objectives description), b) core activity, which is the implementation of “scientific” approach (observing, questioning, reasoning, trying, networking), c) closing (conclusion, evaluation and assignments, and follow-up). In reflection stage, teachers discussed the implementation of lesson study carried out by model teacher. Furthermore, the results of this discussion are used to improve the preparation and subsequent implementation.

The mentoring model applied on Social and Natural Science teachers as explicated above is a “modified lesson study” approach. Such model can improve the learning quality with indicators: a) teachers are capable to collaboratively review National Curriculum, b) teachers are capable to collaboratively devise RPP, teachers are capable to collectively prepare multimedia, d) teachers are capable to collectively plan suitable learning strategies, e) teachers are capable to collectively plan and implement scientific approach, f) teachers are capable to collaboratively provide assessment by recognizing the characteristics of complete, authentic, and continued learning.

Discussion of Social and Natural Science teacher development model in the implementation of National Curriculum uses modified lesson study-based model with collaborative approach, namely workshop, laboratory training, and mentoring model. Mentoring model with lesson study approach was divided into three sessions. It used scientific approach using four cycles system, i.e., academic discussion, learning planning, learning and observation, and reflection. Meanwhile, the mentoring model was designed based on modified lesson study approach.

The findings of this study are in accordance with a lesson study developed in Japan.[21] It involves three main activities of: (1) planning, (2) action and observation, and (3) reflection. Similarly, McTaggart [22] and Kemmis and McTaggart [22] reasserted that lesson study is teacher development model implemented through the cycle-by-cycle system. The first cycle is commenced with: (a) initial reflection to define specific thematic concern, (b) planning, (c) action and observation, and (d) reflection. The second cycle includes: 1) planning revision based on the first cycle reflection, (2) implementation subsequent action and observation, and (3) subsequent reflection. It is associated with the mentoring model with modified lesson study approach. Stewart in a study entitled “A Model for Teacher Collaboration” summarized that the best way to encourage positive improvement at every grade level in a school is by adopting a model.[23]

3. Lesson Study Validation as Social and Natural Science Teacher Development Model in the Implementation of National Curriculum at Muhammadiyah Elementary School Kartasura

In this present study, lesson study validation involved: a) validation of academic administration that was based on the quality of lesson plan, b) validation of concepts that was based on the effectiveness of the Modified Action Research Class-based lesson study model, c) validation of learning activities that was based on cycle-based innovative learning model, d) expert validation that was based on experts’ assessment.

In-depth interviews with some experts were also conducted. Informant S affirmed that the test of lesson study validation compares the validated concepts with other verified concepts. Slamet HW suggested modified lesson study developed in this study has succeeded in improving the learning quality and student achievement. Furthermore, Dahroni stated this model has passed the feasibility test in terms of theory and practice.

A participant of workshop, Mulyono, testified “I have attended three sessions of teacher mentoring, which are exceptionally useful for teachers in order to control students during the active and creative learning process, motivate teachers with colleagues as observers, provide discussion with experts, and know the drawbacks and their solutions.” Overall, this process can improve students’ achievement.

It confirms Andang (Elementary School Supervisor of Karanganyar Regency) in which theoretically, lesson study-based model has many benefits hence it is essential
to modify the concept, particularly the steps/cycles, from the three stages (planning, action and reflection) into four stages of: (1) exploration (prior the development of lesson plan, a study of syllabus, SK, KD, and indicators to be developed into objectives is required), (2) planning, (3) action, and (4) reflection. The Head of MGMP SD Kodya Surakarta, Narendra, explained lesson study as a fairly effective approach for Social Science teachers since it has been tested and scientifically validated; yet the implementation required modification and socialization through workshop and training.

The lesson study validation, DGSE [24] explained that that the best way to encourage positive improvement at every grade level in a school is by adopting a validated model. Robinson also emphasized learning mathematics with lesson study approach and teacher collaboration evidently supports the relationship between theory and practice.[25]

4. Conclusions

Problems faced by Social and Natural Science teachers in the implementation of National Curriculum consist of internal and external problems. The complexity levels of those problems are very complicated (17.629%), fairly complicated (26.747%), slightly complicated (36.474%), and easy (19.148%).

Professional development model for Social and Natural Science teachers in the implementation of National Curriculum uses collaborative approach through three main activities workshop, laboratory training, and mentoring. Mentoring model with lesson study approach is done three sessions that involve scientific approach with four cycles system, i.e., academic discussion, learning planning, learning and observation, and reflection.

This model is based on modified lesson study. It potentially improves the learning quality with indicators: a) teachers are capable to collaboratively review National Curriculum, b) teachers are capable to collaboratively devise RPP, c) teachers are capable to collectively prepare multimedia, d) teachers are capable to collectively plan suitable learning strategies, e) teachers are capable to collectively plan and implement scientific approach, f) teachers are capable to collaboratively provide assessment by recognizing the characteristics of complete, authentic, and continuous learning.

As a model of professional teacher development, lesson study validation consists of four steps, they are: first, academic administration validation based on the quality of lesson plan; second, concept validation based on the effectiveness of the Modified Action Research Class-based lesson study model; third, learning activities validation based on cycle-based innovative learning model, and fourth, expert validation.
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